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Oil is essential to the high-octane world of machinery because

it keeps everything running smoothly and keeps expensive

failures at bay. But just like your favorite athlete needs regular

training to stay at peak performance, your oil needs consistent

cleaning to maintain its potency. Traditional �ltering systems

frequently fall short, allowing pollutants to cause havoc. That’s

where Hypureoil’s Electrostatic Oil Filtration System enters the

picture, ready to be your champion in the battle against �lthy

oil.

Why Settle for Average When You
Can Have Something
Extraordinary?
Electrostatic Oil Filtration System from Hypureoil is more than

simply a �lter; it’s a game changer that uses cutting-edge

electrostatic technology to eliminate even the most persistent

impurities. Unlike traditional methods that rely solely on

mechanical �ltration, our system utilizes cutting-edge

electrostatic technology to remove contaminants from oil with

unparalleled e�ciency. To understand it in simple terms you

can imagine a magnetic attraction that is so strong that it

draws out impurities as small as 2 microns – this is

electrostatic wizardry at work!

What Makes an Electrostatic Oil
Filtration System Form Hypureoil
Stand Out from The Crowd?
Let’s delve into the winning plays:

1. Unmatched Cleaning Power: Forget about traditional �lters!

They leave microscopic foes behind. Hypureoil’s electrostatic

charge attracts and removes even the �nest particles. These

particles include wear debris, oxidation products, and harmful

water. By removing all these, our electrostatic oil �ltration
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system ensures exceptional oil cleanliness.

2. Extended Oil Life: By removing contaminants that contribute

to oil degradation, an electrostatic oil �ltration system –

Hypureoil extends oil life signi�cantly. This translates to

reduced oil change frequency. It ultimately saves you money

and minimizes environmental impact.

3. Improved Machine Performance: Cleaner oil means

smoother functioning! Following this approach, our oil �ltration

system decreases friction and wear. The result is better

machine performance & more e�ciency. You will notice less

downtime – a win-win for both your equipment and your

bottom line.

4. Reduced Maintenance Costs: With cleaner oil running

throughout your system, it leads to a reduction in component

wear. As a result, you will notice fewer maintenance

requirements and lower overall expenses. You can now say

goodbye to unexpected problems and hello to regular

maintenance routines. With routine inspections and �lter

replacements, you can ensure that your system continues to

deliver optimal performance for years to come.

5. Environmentally Friendly: Our electrostatic oil �ltration

system is eco-conscious. It minimizes oil waste by extending

oil life and reducing the need for frequent disposal. Additionally,

its energy-e�cient design keeps your environmental footprint

low.

Ready to Experience the Hypureoil Advantage? Here’s how to

get started:

Go through the website: Explore our comprehensive range
of Electrostatic Oil Filtration Systems and �nd the perfect �t
for your speci�c needs.

Contact our experts: Our friendly and knowledgeable team
is happy to answer your questions and guide you through



the selection process.

Request a free quote: Get a personalized quote tailored to
your application and budget.

Experience the Hypureoil
Di�erence Today!
Don’t wait for your oil to become a liability. Invest in Hypureoil’s

electrostatic oil �ltration system today and witness the

transformative power of clean oil! Remember, a champion

performance starts with a champion solution. Choose

Hypureoil and keep your machinery running at its peak, season

after season.
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ABOUT US

From transformer oils to turbine oils, we ensure your machinery operates at peak

performance, reducing downtime and maximizing e�ciency up to an impressive

scale.

OPENING HOURS
Mon - Sat 8:00 - 17:30,

Sunday - CLOSED

OUR PRODUCTS

Electrostatic Oil Puri�er – EOP

Hyper Oil Puri�cation System – HOPS

Low Temperature Vacuum Dehydration System – LTVDS

Mini Filter
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